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Abstract
We establish nite or innite presentability of the general linear group GLn(R), the Steinberg
group Stn(R), and the elementary group En(R) for large classes of rings R. In particular, we
obtain a complete answer in the case when R is a free associative algebra with eld coecients.
c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
We give some extensions of known results concerning the nite presentability of
the general linear group GLn(R), the Steinberg group Stn(R) and the elementary group
En(R), for suitable rings R. We obtain, in particular, a complete answer as to when
GLn(khT i) is nitely presentable, where k is a eld and khT i is the free associative
k-algebra on the set T .
Our rst theorem extends the result of Behr [1] that SL3(k[t]) is not nitely pre-
sentable if k is a eld.
Theorem 1. Let R be a ring such that there is an epimorphism from R to k[t]; for
some eld k. Then any subgroup of GL3(R) which contains E3(R) is not nitely
presentable.
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We remark that a similar extension of the result of Stuhler [14] that SL2(k[t; t−1])
is not nitely presentable was given in [9].
An immediate consequence of Theorem 1 is that GL3(AhT i) is not nitely pre-
sentable, for any choice of the commutative ring A and non-empty set T . Another
consequence of (the proof of) Theorem 1 is
Corollary 2. Let R satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1. Then the Steinberg group
St3(R) is not nitely presentable.
A major step in establishing the nite presentability of GLn(R) for R a nice com-
mutative ring and n large, is the theorem of Rehman and Soule [12] that Stn(R) is
nitely presented for n  4 and R nitely generated and commutative; see also [6{8].
We generalize this result to non-commutative rings.
Theorem 3. Let R be a nitely presentable ring. Then the Steinberg group Stn(R) is
nitely presentable if n  4.
Here R is said to be nitely presentable if it is isomorphic to a quotient ZhT i=J ,
where T is a nite set and J is a nitely generated ideal of ZhT i.
An explicit presentation of GLn(khT i) was found by Silvester [13]; in fact, in the
terminology of [7], he showed that GLn(khT i) is equal to the general Steinberg group
GStn(khT i). Combining this with Theorems 1 and 3 and other known results, we will
show:
Theorem 4. Let k be a eld; T a non-empty set and n  2. Then the group GLn(khT i)
is nitely presentable if; and only if; n  4 and k and T are nite.
We do not know if a similar result holds with the ring of integers Z in place of
k. Also, we would like to know if results corresponding to Silvester’s theorem and
Theorem 4 hold for group rings kG or ZG when G is a nitely presented group,
and in particular, when G is a free group of nite rank. Our nal theorem, which
is essentially a footnote to [8], gives such a result for ZG when G is poly-Z group.
This extends the previously known case when G is free abelian; cf. [7, 8]. We recall
rst the notation h(G) for the number of innite cyclic factors in a cyclic series of a
polycyclic group G.
Theorem 5. Let G be a poly-Z group and n  h(G)+4. Then GLn(ZG) = GStn(ZG),
and both GLn(ZG) and En(ZG) are nitely presentable.
2. The proof of Theorem 1
We begin by describing an elementary technique, introduced in [9], which enables
one to prove that a group is not nitely presentable by \lifting an essentially innite
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set of relations of a suitable quotient group". Let F(X ) denote the free group with
basis the set X , and let F(X ) ! G be a group epimorphism with kernel N (say). If
S X and Q is a subset of F(S) such that QN , but there is no nite subset W of
N such that Q is contained in the normal closure WF(X ) of W in F(X ), then Q is
said to be an essentially innite set of relations of G on the generators S. As noted
in [9], this denition is independent of the choice of the set X .
Lemma 6 (Krstic and McCool [9]). Let
F(S1)
 −−−−−! F(S2)
p
??y
??y
G1 −−−−−! G2
be a commutative diagram of groups; with S1 nite; and let Q be a subset of ker(p)
such that  (Q) is an essentially innite set of relations of G2. Then Q is an essentially
innite set of relations of G1; and any subgroup of G1 which contains p(S1) is not
nitely presentable.
Now, let R be a ring with an epimorphism  from R to k[t], for some eld k. If
k is not nite, then R is not nitely generated, and hence any subgroup G of GL3(R)
which contains E3(R) is not nitely generated (see, for example, Section 4.3B of [7]).
Thus we may assume that R is nitely generated, and hence that k is nite.
An examination of Behr’s proof that SL3(k[t]) is not nitely presentable shows that
he actually proves that a certain set of relations of SL3(k[t]) is essentially innite. We
state this formally as
Lemma 7 (Behr [1]). Let a; b; c be the elements of SL3(k[t]) dened by
a =
0
@
0 1 0
−1 0 0
0 0 1
1
A ; b =
0
@
1 0 0
0 0 1
0 −1 0
1
A
and
c =
0
@
1 0 t
0 1 0
0 0 1
1
A
and let Q = fumv−1m ; m  1g be the subset of F(a; b; c) dened by u1 = v1 = c and
um+1 =

bc−1b−1; auma−1

;
vm+1 =

bv−1m b
−1; aca−1

:
Then Q is an essentially innite set of relations of SL3(k[t]).
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It is straightforward to check that for every m the words um and vm represent the
elementary matrix e13(tm) of SL3(k[t]). Note also that, since SL3(k[t]) has nite index
in GL3(k[t]), the set Q is an essentially innite set of relations of GL3(k[t]).
We will show that the set of relations Q of Lemma 7 lifts under the homomorphism
from SL3(R) ! SL3(k[t]) induced by the epimorphism  from R to k[t]. In fact, we
will lift Q to the Steinberg group St3(R).
Recall that Stn(R) is given, for n  3, by the presentation with generators xij(r),
where 1  i 6= j  n and r 2 R, and relations
(S1) xij(r)xij(s) = xij(r + s),
(S2)

xij(r); xlm(s)

= 1 (i 6= m; j 6= l),
(S3)

xij(r); xjl(s)

= xil(rs) (i 6= l).
Dene the elements a; b; c of St3(R) by
a = x12(1)x21(−1)x12(1); b = x23(1)x32(−1)x23(1); c = x13(s);
where s is any preimage in R of the element t of k[t]. In the notation of Section 1.4E
of [7], we have a = w12(1) and b = w23(1), and it follows from 1.4.16 of [7] that
ac−1a−1 = x23(s) and bcb−1 = x12(s). We dene elements um; vm (m  1) of St3(R)
as in Lemma 7, and assume, inductively, that um = vm = x13(sm). It is easy to check,
using 1.4.16 of [7] and the relations S3, that um+1 = vm+1 = x13(sm+1).
Thus, Q can be interpreted as a valid set of relations in St3(R). In fact, if G is either
St3(R) or any subroup of GL3(R) containing E3(R), we can apply Lemma 6 to
F(a; b; c) =−! F(a; b; c)??y
??y
G −! GL3(k[t])
It follows that G is not nitely presentable, and this proves Theorem 1 and Corollary 2.
3. The proof of Theorem 3
Let R be a nitely presented ring. We can write R = ZhT i=J , for some nite set T
and nitely generated ideal J of ZhT i. It follows easily from the Steinberg relations
(see Section 3.3 of [12]) that Stn(R) is the quotient of Stn(ZhT i) by the normal closure
of the set of all xij(y), where y ranges over any chosen nite generating set of the
ideal J . Thus, the proof of Theorem 3 reduces to proving the special case R = ZhT i:
Theorem 30. Stn(ZhT i) is nitely presented for any nite set T and n  4.
Proof. Let G be the free monoid on T . We are dealing with the group Stn(ZG) and,
as in Lemma 5.5 of [8], we have that this group is generated by elements xij(), where
 2 G, and presented by the following relations, in which the indices i; j; k; l are distinct
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and 
 denotes commutation:
(A)

xij(); xjk()

= xik(),
(B) xij()
 xkl(),
(C) xik()
 xjk() and xki()
 xkj(),
(D) xij()
 xij().
Let jj denote the length of  2 G and let Gm consist of all  with 1  jj  m.
We shall consider the following nite subsets of relations on generators from Gm:
(Am)

xij(); xjk()

= xik(), where jj+ jj  m,
(Bm) xij()
 xkl(), where jj; jj  m and jj+ jj  m+ 3,
(Cm) xik()
 xjk() and xki()
 xkj(), where jj < m and jj  m,
(Dm) xij()
 xij(), where jj < m and jj  m,
We dene the groups Pm = hGm j Am; Bm; Cm; Dmi and P = lim! Pm. Our objective
is to prove that P = Pm for large m. Since Stn(ZG) is obtained from P by adding the
generators xij(1) and relations (A){(D) involving these, we will then need only show
that almost all of these additional relations can be eliminated, in order to prove the
Theorem.
Our rst task is to dene the elements xij() with jj = m+1 inside Pm; the denition
is, of course, xij() =

xik(); xkj()

, where k 6= i; j and  =  with ;  6= 1, but
we need to prove independence of k and ; . We start with a computation in Pm, in
which we assume jj+ jj+ jj = m+ 1 and jj  2:

xik(); xkj()
 1= xik();

xkl(); xlj()

2=

xik(); xkl()

; xkl()xlj()

3=

xil(); xkj()xlj()

4=

xil(); xlj()

:
Here we used the notation yx = yxy−1 and [x; y] = xyx−1y−1: Step 1 is justied by
(Am). Step 2 uses xik()
 xlj(), which is an instance of (Bm), and a relation about
commutators that is of universal nature (Lemma 3.1.1 (ii) of [12]). Step 3 follows
by two applications of (Am). Finally, Step 4 follows from the commutation of xkj()
with xil() and xlj(), which are instances of (Bm) and (Cm) respectively.
Fix i; j and  of length m + 1; for every k 6= i; j and every r  m we dene
s(k; r) =

xik(); xkj()

, where  =  and jj = r. Since m is large (here m  3
suces), we have from the above computation that s(k; 1) = s(l; 2) = s(k; 3) =    and
s(k; 1) = s(l; 3) = s(k; 5) =    . This implies that s(k; r) is independent of k and r,
and so the denition of xij() is correct.
We prove now that the relations of Pm+1 are true in Pm. The case of (Am+1) is
settled by the above computation. For (Cm+1), it suces to prove
xik()
 xjk();
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where jj < jj = m + 1 or jj = jj = m. In either case, we write  =  where
jj = 2, and we have xjk() =

xjl(); xlk()

by (Am+1), so that the desired relation
follows from the consequences xik()
 xjl() and xik()
 xlk() of (Bm) and (Cm),
respectively.
The proof of (Dm+1) is similar. Assuming either jj < jj = m+1 or jj = jj = m,
we write  =  and deduce xij() 
 xij() =

xik(); xkj()

from the instances
xij()
 xik(); xkj() of (Cm).
The proof of (Bm+1) to which we turn now is more involved, and we start with a
special case:
Lemma 8. xij()
 xkl() is true in Pm whenever jj  m+ 1.
Proof. We have
xij()xkl()
1= xij()

xkj(); xjl()

2=

xkj(); xij()xjl()

3=

xki(); xij()

; xij()xjl()

4=

xki();

xij(); xjl()

5=

xki(); xil()

= xkl():
Steps 1,3 and 5 of this derivation follow from (Am+1), step 2 follows from (Cm), and
step 4 follows from (Bm).
Now, we have an equivalence of cases of (Bm+1):
Lemma 9. If jj+ jj; jj+ jj  m+ 1 then the relations
xij()
 xkl() and xil()
 xkj()
are equivalent in Pm. Similarly, the relations
xij()
 xkl() and xkj()
 xil()
are equivalent in Pm.
Proof. Assume xil()
 xkj(). Then we have
xij()xkl()
1= xij()

xkj(); xjl()

2=

xkj(); xij()xjl()

3=

xkj(); xil()xjl()

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4=

xkj(); xjl()xil()

5=

xkj(); xjl()

6= xkl():
The step 5 follows by assumption. In the steps 1,3,6 we use (Am+1) and for steps 2
and 4 we use (Cm+1).
The derivation of the second equivalence is similar:
xij()xkl() = xij()

xki(); xil()

=
 xij()xki(); xil()

=

xkj()−1xki(); xil()

=

xki()xkj()−1; xil()

=

xki(); xil()

= xkl():
Now, we can prove that every relation xij() 
 xkl(), where jj; jj  m + 1 and
jj + jj  m + 4, is true in Pm. We may assume m + 2  jj + jj  m + 4, for
otherwise we are in (Bm). Using Lemma 9, we can add a chunk of  to  to achieve
the situation where jj = m + 1 and 1  jj  3. Since m is large, there exists an
element  such that jj = 3 and there are two disjoint occurrences of  in . (Exactly
how large m has to be will of course depend on jT j. As a rough estimate, we can use
m > 3jT j3 + 1.) We can write  = , and applying Lemma 9 twice, deduce that
the desired relation xij() 
 xkl() is equivalent with xil() 
 xkj(), and then
with xkl()
 xij(); so is true in Pm by Lemma 8.
This nishes the proof that Pm+1 = Pm and so Pm = P for large m. The group
Stn(ZG) is clearly obtained from P by adding the generators xij(1) and relations (A)
{ (D) in which  = 1 or  = 1. For convenience, let us call such relations special. To
complete the proof that Stn(ZG) is nitely presented, it suces to check that the special
relations in which jj+ jj  2 follow from the relations of P and the special relations
in which jj+ jj  1. This is done by induction on jj+ jj in a rather straightforward
manner, modifying, for each special relation, the argument used above to prove that
the corresponding relation in Pm+1 of the same type is true in Pm. As an example, we
show how to deduce special relations of type (B). We want xij(1) 
 xkl(), where
jj; jj  1, and we copy the computation in the proof of Lemma 8, with  = 1:
xij(1)xkl()
1= xij(1)

xkj(); xjl()

2=

xkj(); xij(1)xjl()

3=

xki(); xij(1)

; xij(1)xjl()

4=

xki();

xij(1); xjl()

5=

xki(); xil()
 6= xkl():
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The inductive hypothesis works for the steps 2,3 and 5 which follow from shorter
special relations of type (C),(A),(A) respectively. The remaining steps 1,4 and 6 follow
from the relations (A),(B),(A) of P.
4. The proof of Theorem 4
It was shown by Nagao [10] that GL2(k[t]) is not nitely generated, and hence the
same is true of GL2(R) if R satises the condition of Theorem 1. The necessity of the
condition n  4 in Theorem 4 is now apparent. The niteness of both k and T is also
necessary because otherwise khT i would not be nitely generated, and consequently
GLn(khT i) would not be nitely generated. We show now that the suciency of the
given three conditions follows from Theorem 3 and a result of Silvester.
We need to recall from [7] the denition of the general Steinberg group GStn(R) of
the ring R. Its presentation is obtained from the presentation of the Steinberg group
Stn(R) by adding the generators [v1; :::; vn], where the vi are units of R, and relations
(S4) dij(v) = xij(v)xji(v−1)xij(v)xij(−1)xji(1)xij(−1),
(S5) [v1; :::; vn]xij(r)[v1; :::; vn]−1 = xij(virv−1j ),
(S6) [v1; :::; vn][u1; :::; un] = [v1u1; :::; vnun],
where dij(v) denotes the element [v1; :::; vn] with vi = v; vj = v−1 and vl = 1 for l 6= i; j.
It was shown by Silvester [13] that GLn(khT i) = GStn(khT i) if k is a eld (i.e. that
KG2;n(khT i) = 1, in the notation of [7]). It follows from Theorem 8 of Geller [5] (cf.
1.5.3 and 1.5.4 of [7]) that the unstable K-group K2;n(khT i) is generated by symbols
fr; sg, where r; s are units of khT i, i.e. elements of k#. Thus, K2;n(khT i) = K2;n(k).
Assuming additionally that k is nite, we have, by 2.3.7 of [7], that K2;n(k) = 1. It
follows that En(khT i) = Stn(khT i) for k a nite eld (and n  3), and clearly in this
case Stn(khT i) is of nite index in GStn(khT i). This proves the theorem.
5. The proof of Theorem 5
We shall assume familiarity with the notation and results of [8], with particular
reference to Section 5 of that paper.
Let G be a poly-Z group. Then by a result of Farrell and Hsiang [3, Theorem 3.2]
we have that the Whitehead group Wh1(G) is trivial, and by results of Waldhausen
[15, Theorems 5, 17.5] we have Wh2(G) = 1. Also, by work of Brown, Lenagan and
Staord [2, Theorem 4.11], the stable rank sr(G) of G satises sr(G)  h(G)+2. Thus,
from the discussion on page 599 of [8] in the two paragraphs immediately following
Corollary 5.9, we have that Wh1;n(G) = 1 for n  h(G) + 3 and Wh2;n(G) = 1 for
n  h(G) + 4.
We assume from now on that n  h(G) + 4. Since poly-Z groups are nitely
presentable, it follows by Corollary 5.9 of [8] that GLn(ZG) is nitely presentable. We
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recall (see e.g. [11, Theorem 13.1.11]) that the group ring ZG has only the trivial units
G. Thus, the group GEU (n;G;ZG) as dened by Geller in [5, p. 158] coincides
with GStn(ZG). Now, using [8, Theorem 5.1] and the note in [8] immediately following
this, we see that GLn(ZG) = GStn(ZG). Finally, we note that Proposition 4.6 and
Corollary 4.10 of [8] yield that the group K2;n(G) is nitely generated, and hence that
En(ZG) is nitely presented. This proves the theorem.
Remark. The proof given above works unchanged for G a torsion-free polycyclic group
with Wh2(G) = 1. A. Nicas has informed us that the vanishing of Wh2(G) for all such
groups follows from Proposition 2.4 of the work [4] by Farrell and Jones, together
with unpublished work of T. Goodwillie, as referred to in Section 1.6.6 of [4].
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